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LECTURE ABSTRACT
Current transportation networks are
operating mostly as open loop dynamical
systems with very limited measurements
and highly inaccurate control actions
especially during incidents. Connectivity
and associated technologies will change
this status by providing the measurements
and information that is needed to develop
effective control systems for traffic
management and control.
In this talk I present a strategy for highway
traffic flow control during incidents and
bottlenecks that is based on a combined
lane change and variable speed control to
eliminate capacity drops during incidents
and bottlenecks, improve mobility, reduce
the number of stops and forced lane
changes and in addition reduce emissions.
We present the analysis using the cell
transmission model and then demonstrate
the efficacy of the approach using a
validated microscopic traffic simulation
model for I-710 where the traffic is nonhomogeneous due to the high volume of
trucks and the impact of incidents is more
pronounced. I will also summarize some
new approaches on feedback using loadbalancing and optimum vehicle routing.
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